Name: ______________________________

Chapters 7 through 9
1.

Why was Bunnicula sick at the beginning of Chapter 7?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

2.

3.

Harold considered Bunnicula...
a. a good friend

b. a danger to the family

c. a harmful creature

d. a perfectly normal bunny

Explain how Harold tried to help Bunnicula.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

When the Monroes found Chester in the salad bowl and Bunnicula on the table, they thought...
a. Chester was trying to steal Bunnicula's food.
b. Chester had been chasing Bunnicula.
c. Chester took Bunnicula out of his cage.
d. Bunnicula was a vampire.

5.

The veterinarian said that Chester was probably suffering from sibling rivalry.
He recommended that Chester...
a. spend most of his time outside the house.
b. stay away from Bunnicula.
c. wear his yellow sweater more often.
d. see a cat psychiatrist twice a week.

6.

At the end of the story, how does Bunnicula eat without turning the vegetables white?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Bunnicula
Chapters 7 through 9
1.

Why was Bunnicula sick at the beginning of Chapter 7?
He wasn't getting any food because Chester was stealing it from his cage and keeping him out
of the kitchen.

2.

3.

Harold considered Bunnicula...

a

a. a good friend

b. a danger to the family

c. a harmful creature

d. a perfectly normal bunny

Explain how Harold tried to help Bunnicula.
He took Bunnicula from his cage and carried him to the salad bowl on the dining room table.

4.

When the Monroes found Chester in the salad bowl and Bunnicula on the table,
they thought...

b

a. Chester was trying to steal Bunnicula's food.
b. Chester had been chasing Bunnicula.
c. Chester took Bunnicula out of his cage.
d. Bunnicula was a vampire.

5.

The veterinarian said that Chester was probably suffering from sibling rivalry.

d

He recommended that Chester...
a. spend most of his time outside the house.
b. stay away from Bunnicula.
c. wear his yellow sweater more often.
d. see a cat psychiatrist twice a week.
6.

At the end of the story, how does Bunnicula eat without turning the vegetables white?
The Monroes make him vegetable juice by mixing vegetables in the blender. Now he doesn't
need to suck the juices from solid vegetables.
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